Onet continues its development in airport services
and wins baggage handling for Air France-KLM at Paris Orly airport

Marseilles, 25 April 2017 – on 1st April 2017, Onet Airport Services began a seven-year contract
with Air France-KLM for baggage handling and deployment of air bridges at Orly airport. This new
contract demonstrates Onet services and engineering’s growth dynamic in this area.
Onet and Air France-KLM: a contract signed for seven years
The new market won at Orly airport has enabled Onet to reach a new milestone in the development of
its airport services business. Onet will be acting for the Air France-KLM account managing baggage
handling and the deployment of air bridges. Other tasks, such as preparing the arrival circuit for
passengers as well as applying runway incursion prevention measures (i.e. boarding passengers at the
foot of the plane) are also part of the contract between the two companies.

“This new contract strengthens our position as a major player in airport services and an expert in
baggage handling on the largest French platforms. Our strategy is to satisfy the customers at the
centre of our actions, in baggage logistics and full handling,” indicated Thierry Brunel, Onet National
Business Director.
Onet Airport Services: an ambitious development strategy
With an existing presence in France’s major airports (Paris, Strasbourg, Lyon, Marseilles, Biarritz, SaintEtienne, Clermont-Ferrand and Saint-Nazaire), this new contract confirms a significant step for Onet in
the path taken over the last few months towards developing its airport services business. In 2016, the
company signed a contract with Volotea for full handling operations for the airport in Strasbourg, and
they already signed a contract with Air France-KLM for handling sorting for terminal E at Roissy-Charles
de Gaulle airport—a strategic site which several tens of thousands of suitcases go through every day.
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For their clients, the renewal in 2016 for a two-year period and for all of their activities, of the ISAGO
certification (IATA Safety Audit for Ground Operations) is additional proof of the quality and safety of
the operations carried out by Onet.

About Onet services and engineering

Onet is an international leader in engineering and services, with a wide range of offers hinging on its
65,000 employees working in diverse fields: Cleaning and Services, Logistics, Airport Services,
Technologies, Security, Reception and Axxis Resources (interim, recruitment and training).
Overall business volume in 2016: 1.7 billion euros.
With over 350 agencies in France and in 9 international countries.

For more information go to: https://en.groupeonet.com/
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